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WING MATS
Wing mats.
Our wing mats are designed to protect the aircraft wing from damage by the
hose and nozzle during overwing refuelling. They are manufactured from thick
durable Urethane, which is fuel and ultraviolet light resistant, weatherproof,
non-marking and non-abrasive. The mats are also heavy enough so that they
will not become displaced in windy conditions. They are available in a range
of colours but our normal stock colour is high visibility Orange. However, in
order to reduce the risk of supplying the incorrect fuel grade (mis fuelling), we
also stock Red (for Avgas) and Black (for Jet A1). Using the appropriate
colour for the fuel being dispensed causes the refuelling operator to think about
the fuel grade required, and any third parties (including the pilot) could also be
more aware of the grade of fuel being delivered.
Size: 460 x 610mm, opening diameter 127mm.
Part no.
56AFP-1824
56AFP-1824B
56AFP-1824R

(Hi-Vis Orange)
(Black)
(Red)

Size: 460 x 920 mm, opening diameter 127mm.
Part no.
56AFP-1836
56AFP-1836B
56AFP-1836R

(Hi-Vis Orange)
(Black)
(Red)

Overwing Refuelling Tags, Mis Fuelling Prevention.
When refuelling light aircraft the pilot is often not present which increases the risk of supplying the incorrect
grade of fuel (mis fuelling). In order to reduce this risk, and at the request of one of the major fuel suppliers,
we have developed a Refuelling Tag. After completion of each refuelling the appropriate Tag is filled in by
the refuelling operator and tied to the controls of the aircraft. When the pilot return to the aircraft it is then
absolutely clear to him which grade of fuel has been delivered before he attempts to move the aircraft.
Jet A1 Refuelling Tag. Pack of 50.
Part no. 0906000133.

Avgas Refuelling Tag. Pack of 50.
Part no. 0906000134.
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